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freely accepted, mutually binding treaty. If Germany renounced
Alsace and Lorraine which she had already lost, France renounced
the Rhineland5 which she might subsequently have gained. It is
true that the multiplication of guarantee pacts has produced in
the minds of many people not confidence in, but contempt of,
treaties and that contemporary policy is conducted on the assump-
tion—never for a moment publicly admitted—that while one's
own nation will automatically respect all treaties., other nations
will observe none of theirs; certain statesmen have even been
bold enough to proclaim as a general principle the doctrine of
necessity as the overriding legal rule. But law will return even-
tually to its own., and when it does it will be matter for surprise
if the future historian does not declare that the Locarno negotia-
tors, their deficiencies admitted,, deserved well of Europe.
In the second place it provided for the entry of Germany into
the League of Nations on the invitation of the Allies; Stresemann's
skill in inducing what was veritably an insistence by the Allies
on Germany's return to the European commonwealth constitutes
his greatest diplomatic achievement. It is true that international
intrigue of a peculiarly sordid type delayed that entry which did
not take place until September 1926 instead of in March as had
been arranged, but that mattered little and the incident strength-
ened, if anything^ Germany's position. That invitation rendered
the war-guilt clause of the Versailles Treaty of merely historical
interest; characteristically enough the fact that it was not formally
cancelled caused far more indignation among German extremists
than the original insertion had done. Germany had to submit to
no scrutiny of her fitness; she was asked to come in, as an equal,
by equals, and by that act she was granted equality which is not
an affair of guns and tanks but of feeling* The feeling was given
tangible expression. In a sense the permanent members of the
Council of the League are the inheritors of the old Concert of
Europe in which Germany had had her high place. By the ad-
mission of her prescriptive right to a permanent Council seat
to that place she was restored, To political realism rehabilitation
need hardly go further.
The whole burden of the negotiation had fallen on Stresemann,

